The Cranborne Chase Farm Conservation Project 2015-2020 Final Report
Background
Tracy Adams was originally as one of four Farmland Bird Advisers working as part of the South West Farmland
Bird Initiative (SWFBI). Wessex Water (WW) Biodiversity Partner’s Programme has been funding her work
with farmers since 2010. In 2015 the Farmland Bird Project broadened its horizons to become the Farm
Conservation Project to maintain and build on the relationships made during the six years where 147 farms
received one to one advice covering an area of 24,000ha.
The main component of the Farm Conservation Project involves bringing together groups of neighbouring
farmers in groups or ‘clusters’ to work more effectively to create landscape-scale conservation of soil, water
and biodiversity. The work is at a much larger scale than previously, when it focused on individual farms and
dovetails with the catchment-based approach.
Bringing farmers together to work in collaboration with each other began with the introduction of Natural
England (NE) funding for Nature Improvement Areas (NIAs) introduced following Sir John Lawton’s 2010
report ‘Making Space for Nature’. Sir John concluded that a reversal in the fortunes of our biodiversity could
only come by working at a much larger scale than previously; in future, wildlife habitats needed to be bigger,
better and joined up. One of the successful NIAs was the farmer-led Marlborough Downs (MDNIA), the
remaining NIAs were run by conservation organisations.
Following the success of the MDNIA, the concept of ‘farmer clusters’ was developed jointly by Natural
England (NE) and the Game & Wildlife Conservation Trust (GWCT). The pilot has shown that farmer clusters
are a successful demonstration of how Sir John Lawton’s objectives of bigger, better and joined up could
work in the wider countryside. Farmer clusters provide an opportunity for farmer-led, landscape-scale,
outcome-focused conservation based on a single open question to farmers, “what wildlife do you want on
your farm?” External expert input can be bought in but at the farmers’ behest rather than in the past when
they reacted to what they were told were the priorities.

Figure 1:
Farm Conservation Project
Area
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The Farm Cluster Approach
The GWCT host a farmer cluster website to provide advice to prospective groups.

Figure 2: The first steps to forming a farmer cluster

Source www.farmerclusters.com

How to Form a Farmer Cluster
1. Lead farmer
A Lead Farmer (or Chair) is the steering member of the farmer cluster. They may be approached by an
agricultural/environmental professional about starting a cluster, or decide to explore the idea for
themselves. There are several characteristics that make a great Lead Farmer:
•
•
•
•

Well connected socially or professionally in their area
Good ‘green’ credentials to set an example and knowledgeable about environmental issues
Sufficient spare time to devote to the farmer cluster
Good communicator

2. Invite neighbours
The Lead Farmer invites potential members such as neighbours, friends and business associates to meet
informally and explore the idea of forming a cluster. It is important that the invitations come from a farmer
and not an organisation.
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3. Decide aims
If there is agreement to form a cluster, a further meeting is arranged to discuss aims and objectives.
Conservation/agricultural professionals can be bought in at this stage if they are not already involved to
help set priorities.
4. Choose facilitator
Every cluster requires a facilitator to:
•
•
•
•

Administrate the farmer cluster project
Seek funding
Organise activities and training
Coordinate and oversee environmental work

This person must be chosen by the farmers themselves (or approved if they have been involved from the
start). The facilitator should be appropriately skilled with experience relevant to group aims.
5. Get funding
Depending on the size of the cluster and its objectives, a facilitator may spend anywhere from a few hours
to several days per week on the project. This time (and any expenses) must be funded, and there are
different ways to seek the money required:
Countryside Stewardship Facilitation Fund
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Introduced in 2015; with three application windows since.
Currently a 3-year contract
Funds the vast majority of clusters
Requires a minimum farmland area of 2,000ha
Competitive (number of offers dependent on funding secured)
Group must choose targets based on the Countryside Stewardship Priorities for their area
Progress reports and feedback are sent to Rural Payments Agency (RPA) quarterly
Funding restricted to facilitator salary and training events ONLY

Private charitable trusts or businesses
•
•
•

Sponsorship by a company, trust or person with links to the group
Funding bids to various competitive charity pots
Farmer contributions - members pay an agreed amount for example £1/ha/year.

Cluster Progress
When this project started in 2015 there was one farmer cluster in Cranborne Chase AONB, (Allenford)
started by GWCT in 2013 as part of the original pilot into this approach to farm conservation. The target of
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three additional clusters coinciding with the Chalke, Wylye and Nadder River valleys has been met and
exceeded; there are now seven, although four of these have been formed without significant input from
the AONB, (Allenford, Martin Down, Cranborne Chase and Badbury Rings).

Fig 3: Planned
clusters at start of
project: Chalke
Valley (bottom),
Nadder Valley
(centre), Wylye
Valley (top)

Fig 4: Map showing
Farm Clusters in AONB
in March 2020.
(For accurate cluster
maps please see
individual cluster
sections later in report;
some of the areas
shown above were
used for purchase of
biological records or to
issue invitations so
they include members
and NON-members)
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All of the farmer clusters chose which species and habitats they wanted to focus on, usually with some
advice from their facilitator. Being asked “What wildlife do you want on your farm?” was a new experience
for participants used to being directed by conservation organisations and government agencies. Many
wanted to see wildlife they remembered being abundant in their childhood such as Lapwing or Hedgehogs,
others were guided by the interests of their children, in the case of Allenford, snakes!
Figure 5: Cluster details and priorities
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Allenford
Funding – a combination of member subscription £1/ha, private sponsorship and GWCT.
Area – 2013: 6 farms covering 3800ha.

2020: 10 farms covering 6800ha.

One of the original NE funded GWCT farm cluster pilots started in autumn 2013 by Peter Thompson.
Recognised monitoring scheme - There has been no sustained regular monitoring scheme in place; most
monitoring has been on an ad hoc basis. However, there has been a significant increase in biological
records since the group formed as shown below. Many of these have been supplied by gamekeepers.
Bird records -5 (pre-cluster) to 190

Reptiles - 0 to 13

Moths - 0 to 44

Mammals - 2 to 171

Plants - 155 to 698

Baseline surveys successfully completed –
Baseline surveys for harvest mice were carried out in 2017 and 2018 and they were found on every farm. In
June 2019, a 1.5km long ‘BeeWalk’ was walked on every farm and will be repeated in 2020.
12 species of bumblebee (out of a possible 24 in the UK) have been recorded so far; Brown-banded Carder,
(a Species of Conservation Concern), White-tailed, Buff-tailed, Red-tailed, Garden, Early, Tree, Heath,
Common carder, Gypsy cuckoo, Forest cuckoo and Vestal cuckoo.
Priority species
Other S41 priority species found in this cluster are: Common lizard, Adder, Grass snake, Hornet Robberfly,
Lapwing, Turtle dove, Corn bunting, Dunnock, Bullfinch, House sparrow, Woodlark, Grasshopper warbler,
Herring gull, Song thrush, Reed bunting, Hen harrier, Marsh tit and Hedgehog.
Casual recording of rare arable plants continued on all farms in order to add to each farm’s species list.
There are 37 notable plants present across the farms surveyed meaning much of the area is of International
Importance for rare arable flora.
Figure 6: Species found in
Allenford Cluster on the
Plantlife Important Arable
Plant Area (IAPA) scoring
list
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Funding - WW (Tracy Adams’s time) and CSFF (2016 – 2021)
Area – 2015: 9 farms covering ~2600ha.
2020: 28 farms covering 9200ha.
Facilitator - Simon Smart
The Chalke Valley Farmer Cluster was initiated by the AONB and had its first meeting in late September
2015 with nine farmers to discuss the possibility of forming a farmer cluster. 2016 saw a successful bid to
NE’s Countryside Stewardship Facilitation Fund to fund training activities, some survey work and the parttime employment of their facilitator Simon Smart.
One of the first projects was to map chalk grassland and all existing agri-environment to identify gaps in
pollinator and farmland bird habitat. This has been used to target habitat creation and improvements.

Fig 7: CVFC Members shown in pink
Recognised monitoring scheme
Much of the wildlife recording has been done on an ad hoc basis; group members are encouraged to
submit their sightings to Living Record, a not-for-profit social enterprise used to collate biological records
by community groups and individuals. Since 2016, 2048 records have been submitted by this group
(mammals excluding bats, reptiles, amphibians, vascular plants and moths, excludes butterflies and bats.)
This includes 15 red listed and 9 amber listed birds; and a number of s41 species.
Surveys of Duke of Burgundy and Marsh Fritillary butterflies are carried out by Simon Smart on a voluntary
basis and Sue Clarke (part-funded by NE).
Harvest mouse surveys (searching for nests in autumn) are carried out on a number of farms each year.
Rare arable plant surveys carried out by Simon Smart have occurred on some farms.
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Corn buntings are surveyed by counting singing males in spring. In 2015 there were 5 records; there are
now 98.
Wiltshire Bat Group carried out a number of bat surveys in 2019.
Experts from Wiltshire Recorders Forum and Natural England’s Field Unit carried out surveys on selected
farms in 2018 and 2019. Rarities and s41 species were found including Red- shanked carder bee, Early Gentian
and the rare Pot Beetle Cryptocephalus bipunctatus; only recorded in Wiltshire on three other occasions.
Baseline surveys successfully completed
In late 2015 members paid for data for the Chalke Valley held by Wiltshire Biological Records Centre
In 2016, a Brown Hare survey was been carried out by Wiltshire Mammal Group according to the standard
national hare survey methodology with an increase in records from 0 (pre-survey) to 56.
Priority species and habitat
Harvest Mouse – 2015 - 8 Harvest mouse records; (one in 2013, the remainder in the 1970s.)Virtually all
farms surveyed had nest(s) present and 56 records have been submitted to Living Record since 2016.
14 species of bat recorded including Greater and Lesser Horseshoe and Barbastelle.

Habitat enhancement/creation –
- 26.50 ha of wild bird seed mix sown (see left);
- 10 ha of flower rich margins created;
- 173 ha of chalk grassland and scrub management;
- Reintroduction of grazing on 7ha of abandoned chalk
grassland;
- 45 ha of sward enhancement to improve connectivity
for butterflies and other species.

Funding – a combination of member subscription £1/ha, private sponsorship
and GWCT who employ facilitator Jess Brooks.
Area – 2016: 9 farms covering ~4000ha.
2020: 12 farms covering 5500ha.
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Recognised monitoring scheme
MDFC has the most thorough survey and monitoring regime of all the farmer groups in the AONB in order to
trial various methods of recording wildlife (part funded by NE). The majority of surveys are carried out by
facilitator Jess Brooks with some volunteer and gamekeeper assistance.
There are 15 x 1km survey squares across the cluster where the majority of wildlife transects and data
collection take place. Every farm has at least one square in this chequerboard system. A report is produced
for farmers annually.

Figure 8: Map showing locations of 1km survey squares in Martin Down Farmer Cluster

Species recorded annually:
Butterflies - Two 1km butterfly walks are carried out annually on each farm in July and August. Two landscape
transects were walked by volunteers every month (April to September) as well as casual recording by Jess.
Records to date: 33 species recorded including nine species of conservation importance; Adonis Blue, Dingy
Skipper, Grizzled Skipper, Dark Green Fritillary, Duke of Burgundy, Small Blue (target species), Small Heath
and new for 2019, Purple Emperor.
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Bumblebees – Sixteen ‘bee walk’ survey transects are walked in June and
August with the species seen counted as well as what plants they are seen
using.
Records to date: 11 species recorded (White-tailed, Buff-tailed, Redtailed, Garden, Tree, Early, Heath, Carder bee, Field cuckoo, Forest cuckoo
and Vestal cuckoo bumblebees.) All are common. Bumblebees have been
observed 101 different species of flowering plants across the cluster to
date, with 36 species in common.

Above: Red-tailed bumblebee & 2 vestal cuckoo bumblebees. Photo: Jess Brooks
Reptiles – 215 heat-absorbing onduline mats are put out each spring to record reptiles.
Records to date: In 2019, 26% revealed common lizards and/or slowworms, an increase from 23% in 2018.
Adders recorded in 2018 but not 2019.
Lapwing – ad hoc recording of breeding pairs by gamekeeper and farmers.
Records to date: Confirmed breeding on Cranborne Estate in 2019 with 4 pairs seen.
Grey Partridge – Monitoring consists of spring and autumn counts carried out by Jess, farmers and
gamekeepers.
Records to date: 610 recorded in 2019
Corn Bunting – Recording involves recording territories between May and August mainly on transects with
some casual records. Jess does the majority of counts assisted by volunteers.
Records to date: In 2016, 3 records on Martin Down NNR only. In 2018, 47 were counted, increasing to 60 in
2019. (Possibly increasing populations or displaced birds responding to disturbance, predation and crop
rotations.)

Turtle Doves – Annual Turtle Dove census carried out
by farmers from the three clusters around Martin
Down National Nature Reserve (NNR), and NNR staff in
June.
Records to date: numbers seem to be relatively stable
between 14 and 18 pairs since cluster started.

Right: Turtle Dove caught on trail camera enjoying new
lined ’puddle’ on Cranborne Estate in 2018.

Other monitoring:
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Arable Flora - In 2017 surveys were carried out by Jess across 30km of likely habitat; with casual recording in
following summers.
Records to date: 26 notable plants have been found promoting much of the cluster to National Importance.
Hedgehog – In 2017 ten hedgehog footprint tunnels were put out per 1km survey square, 100m apart for
five nights plus extra tunnels in village gardens.
Records to date: 2016, 0 records. By 2018, 93 records.
Harvest Mouse – previously no records for the cluster. An autumn walkover survey in 2017 found nests on
every farm.
Records to date: 2016, 0 records. By 2019, 39 records.

Priority habitat:
• Created 75ha of brand new grass and flower margins, wild bird seed plots, cultivated margins for arable
flora, arable reversions and pollen & nectar mixes
• Increased the amount of wild pollinator habitat on arable land by 50%
• Created grey partridge habitat on 600ha of the cluster area

Left: New hedge and
grey partridge winter
cover strip,
Pentridge.
Photo: Jess Brooks

Other conservation achievements to date:
• Doubled the number of drinking sites suitable for turtle dove
• Improved hedgehog education & community engagement in four villages
• 9 out of 11 farms now using Larsen traps to reduce magpie predation pressure on turtle doves
• Supplementary winter feeding for birds now taking place on all farms
Together Allenford, Chalke Valley and Martin Down Farmer Clusters form a ‘Supercluster’ completely
buffering Martin Down NNR. This is in complete accordance with Professor Sir John Lawton’s call for bigger,
better and more joined wildlife habitats in order to bring about an increase in biodiversity.
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Fig 9: The Martin Down
‘Supercluster’

Funding – combination of member
subscription £1/ha, WW and CSFF from 2020.
Area – 2018: 8 farms covering 3800ha.
2020: 17 farms covering 8249ha.
This group which formed in 2018 was self-funded for the first two years with support from the AONB for
events, mapping and projects. Independent environmental consultant Helen Pengelly was chosen as the
group’s facilitator and was paid out of the group subscription; £1 per ha/per holding/per year. The group is
currently the only AONB cluster to have a website www.wylyevalleyfarmers.org which includes an interactive
mapping section in the member’s area where they can see all the designations on their farm as well as display
all the biological records purchased from the Wiltshire and Swindon Biological Records Centre. The AONB
carried out the GIS mapping component of this work at no cost to the cluster. Despite a successful CSFF
application the Board voted to continue with a member subscription in 2020 to give them some financial
freedom.
Recognised monitoring scheme - So far there is no sustained regular wildlife monitoring scheme in place,
members are encouraged to take part in national schemes such as GWCT Big Farmland Bird Count and
Centre for Ecology and Hydrology National Pollinator Surveys but lack of time and expertise is a limiting
factor.
Baseline surveys successfully completed –
Existing surviving Elm trees were mapped in 2018.
Soil samples were collected and analysed to assess soil health to use as a baseline for improvement funded
by WW. In winter 2019/20, 86 fields were sampled, 70 went through standard analysis and 16 were subject
to a more in-depth analysis. Earthworm and visual assessment (VESS) are to be done in spring 2020
(weather permitting).
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Monitoring, looking after and improving soil health is key to delivering the WVF groups key environmental
objectives; reducing nitrate leaching which pollutes the groundwater, reducing phosphate and sediments in
run-off which pollutes the rivers, capturing and storing carbon and reducing flooding through improved
filtration.

Left: Dr Jackie Stroud discussing
earthworms with Wylye Valley
Farmers.
Photo: Tracy Adams

Pollinator habitat was mapped on all holdings in 2019 to identify gaps across the cluster where farmers are
encouraged to fill improving connectivity for all species.

Fig 10:
Extent of
pollinator
habitat in
2019; each
colour
represents
a different
holding.
(The larger
the circle,
the larger
the
existing
habitat.)
Total farm
area of the
cluster
shown in
in grey.
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Priority species and habitat
Elm tree planting
One hundred disease-resistant European White Elm (Ulmus laevis) planted
across the area in February 2020 to join the 113 planted in 2019 for priority
butterfly species, White letter hairstreak (left). Trees were paid for from the
group’s subscriptions. No surveys have been organised for the butterfly due to
the difficulty of sighting this species which mainly exists around the tree tops
for a few months a year.
Soil health
Following the soil analysis, soil organic matter (SOM) measurements were generally higher than expected.
A healthy SOM level is said to be 5%, the national average for arable soils is under 3%, the WVF area
samples average was 6.48%.

Nadder Valley Farmer Group
Funding – a combination of member subscription £50/holding in 2019 & £30/holding in 2020, WW and
AONB part funding post of Facilitator Tracy Adams and from 2020-2023 CSFF.
Area – 2020: 25 farms covering 3900ha.
After several years in the planning, 100 farmers were invited by farmer Peter Shallcross to a local pub to find
out about the benefits of working together. There was enthusiasm for forming a group which started in 2019.
Tracy Adams volunteered to be the Facilitator and it was decided that funding for projects would initially
come from member subscription as no other funding was available. Tracy’s time was part funded by WW and
the AONB which has been replaced in 2020 by a successful application to the CSS Facilitation Fund.

Fig 11: Nadder Valley Farmer Group Members Oct 2019
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Recognised monitoring scheme - There is currently no sustained regular monitoring scheme in place but the
group will be registered on Living Record in 2020.
Baseline surveys successfully completed - none to date.
Priority species and habitat
Approximately 50 disease-resistant European White Elm (Ulmus laevis) planted across the area in winter
2019/2020 for priority butterfly species, White letter hairstreak. Trees sourced by butterfly enthusiast and
lead farmer Peter Shalcross.
Events held - Farmland Bird Identification ( see below); talk on elm trees, 3 joint events with neighbouring
groups - pollinator walk and talk and 2 soil and water events.

Left: Nadder Valley Farmers
counting Farmland Birds.
Photo: Linda Nunn

Cranborne Chase Cluster
Tracy Adams and Farming and Wildlife Advisory Group (FWAG) South West met a farming couple from
Tarrant Launceston last year to discuss a new group. The group aims to protect and enhance the
landscape, habitats and biodiversity of the area occupied. There are 17 members covering around 7500ha
and the group is facilitated by Clare Buckerfield of FWAG, funded by member subscriptions and EU money
obtained by GWCT.
Priority habitats include lowland calcareous grasslands, arable field margins, ancient and native woodland,
and riparian habitats associated with the Tarrant and Allen Rivers.

§
§
§
§
§
§

Other priorities include:
Monitoring and protecting hare and hedgehog populations
Farmland birds including Corn Buntings, Nightingales, Grey Partridge and Barn Owls
Invertebrate populations
Soil health, soil organic matter and soil carbon sequestration
Rare arable plant species
Invasive species such as Himalayan Balsam and Giant Hogweed in the rivers
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The Avon Valley Cluster formed from farmers involved with GWCT’s Wader for Real Project.
We have no details for the Badbury Rings Cluster.

Other Work
Outside of the Farm Conservation Project there has been plenty of other activity with a total of 73 farm visits
made over five years. These were a mixture of advising on improving farms for wildlife; management of
farmland bird options; fitting trail cameras to assess presence /absence of Turtle doves; checking Tree
sparrow nest boxes and Lapwing plots for signs of breeding and advising on CSS scheme applications. In 2017,
the AONB also hosted a visit from Lord Gardiner, Parliamentary Under Secretary of State for Rural Affairs
who spoke to the Farm Conservation Adviser at length about the cluster approach to conservation.

Table 1 – Summary of Project Activity 2015 to 2020
Cranborne Chase Farm Conservation Project

Activity

Area covered by farmer clusters

33,649ha
(excluding Cranborne Chase, Avon Valley and
Badbury Rings Clusters) these add in excess of
12,000ha, taking the above total to over 45, 600ha.

Number of farms involved in clusters

91

Number of advisory farm visits / visits to check 73
nest boxes
Number of farmer cluster training events

47

CPD Training Attended

8 CPD training events including Basic Mammal
Identification 3 day course (passed with distinction)

Newspaper, newsletter, magazine articles,
promotional events

5 published articles; 2 radio interviews; 10 press
releases; 2 You tube videos on project;
AONB/WW display at Chalke Valley History Festival
2017-2019 (approx. 17,000 visitors/ year) and AONB
Annual Forums.
Cranborne Chase Farm Conservation Project voted
winner of the Wiltshire Life Conservation Project of
the Year 2017.
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New Environmental Land Management (NELMs)

Following lengthy discussions throughout 2018 and 2019, an agreement was finally signed between the
National Association of AONBs (NAAONB) and Defra to fund ‘Farming for the Nation’ a series of New
Environmental Land Management (NELMs) Tests in AONBs across England. The Cranborne Chase AONB Test
involves a series of workshops in March 2020 with farmers and stakeholders to gather feedback on what
public benefits farmers should be paid for providing and also what lessons should be learned from previous
payment regimes and environmental schemes. The second part of the test involves selecting 6 farms and
working closely with them to map natural capital of each holding and drawing up a land management plan
which Defra state will form the basis of the future payment scheme for farmers once the current subsidy
scheme is finally withdrawn in 2024.
The test is specifically trialling the process of measuring natural capital and the process of using that
information to draw up a land management plan on which payment is based.

Conclusions

The idea of coming together to work more effectively for conservation and other environmental gains has
gained much momentum since this project started five years ago. In January 2020, there were 136 farmer
clusters funded through the Countryside Stewardship Facilitation Fund (CSFF) in England and Wales, plus a
number of privately funded ones.
The key to the success of this approach has been that the farmers decide what they want on their farms and
are therefore more likely to make it happen. This gives total ownership of the environmental improvements
on the farm to the farmer and fosters pride in their achievements. This has largely been missing from agrienvironment schemes. On numerous occasions, farmers would express their frustration at having no idea
whether the management they were undertaking to help a certain species be it rare arable plants or Corn
buntings, was actually making any difference. Unfortunately NE staff seldom had the resources to monitor
all stewardship agreements or even carry out post-application visits and provide advice and encouragement.
This increase in support and farmer knowledge has been very received with farmers feeling a renewed sense
of pride in the wildlife on their farms and being able to identify more of it. The positive impact of lapwing
envy between neighbours should not be underestimated!
Care needs to be taken that conservation organisations, short of funding, use farmer clusters to drive their
own agenda which negates the successful bottom-up approach and could disenfranchise farmers and
damage the reputation of this style of working.
All the groups recognise the need to spread some positive measures to the wider public on the benefits of
the good work they are doing as well as their core business of food production. The more established groups
are starting to offer farm walks and talks for local residents as well as venturing onto social media and we
hope that this will become more widespread across all groups going forward, particularly with future farm
payments being solely ‘public money for public goods’.
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Left: Allenford farmer shows his delight at
finding hedgehog prints in his hedgehog
survey tunnel
Photo: Peter Thompson

Issues
Farm clusters are not without their issues; one of which is the cost of facilitating a cluster. All the facilitators
worked with through this project have commented that there is a degree of subsidising of the groups, either
in charging a lower day rate to the groups for running them, carrying out surveys on a voluntary basis or host
organisations absorbing some of the facilitator employment costs. Countryside Stewardship Facilitation Fund
(CSFF) is a useful source of funding although it only pays for facilitator time and training, NO work on the
ground. A group could be government funded for 3 years and have many training events without any change
on the ground. This has not been the case in the AONB, but change occurs at different rates and it is as much
about changing attitudes and increasing confidence of participants to make positive change than counting
extra hectares of new habitat, particularly in the early years of a group.
Now all the farmer payment schemes are administered by the Rural Payments Agency, there is a
considerable amount of bureaucracy and record keeping in running groups and making claims which can
detract from time spent organising events for members. Applicants are also constrained by CSS targets
removing some of the freedom to choose their chosen agenda.
One of the biggest difficulties for groups is recording and monitoring. Knowledge of what wildlife is on the
farm at the start of any conservation project is important in order to assess of changes in management are
having the desired effect, but there is no funding for this work with CSFF. Farmers are very busy and many
do not have the time to carry out surveys even if they had the skills to do so.
Using volunteers is one option which needs more exploration although there are declining numbers of skilled
individuals able to carry out detailed surveys and managing them can be time consuming. One aspect of the
farm cluster approach has been the lack of records that exist for wildlife on privately owned farmland;
farmers rarely submit records to Biological Record Centres and recorders seldom carry out surveys on private
land. There is a suspicion and concern amongst many landowners that they will become host to an influx of
wildlife watchers following a sighting of a rarity or their land will end up with a designation that will restrict
future land use. A lack of records could be interpreted as a lack of wildlife but as has been proved beyond all
doubt that is not the case in the AONB. Species considered rare or declining such as Corn bunting and Harvest
mouse have been found to be abundant once surveys were conducted.
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Above: Farmers take part in training for GWCT’s Big Farmland Bird Count

Photo: GWCT

In the future, we anticipate funding for collaborative groups of farmers will be a part of the NELMs scheme
and increasingly the private sector will look to work with them as a means of offsetting the impact of
development.
Within the AONB there are further opportunities for farmer clusters; the area to the south of Warminster
around the Deverills would be ideal for a Tree sparrow cluster, whilst the area between Nadder Valley and
Cranborne Chase clusters would benefit from a woodland cluster. Individual farm conservation advice
continues to be essential on the ground to ensure farmers get the best out of the wildlife habitats and remain
enthusiastic particularly in light of staff shortages at NE.
As is the case with so many projects, maintaining those relationships with farmers cultivated over the past
ten years of Wessex Water funding relies on continued assistance. During the last few years, Wessex Water
funding has paid for 1 and a half days of the post with the AONB paying the remaining time. As of January
2020, one day will now being paid for by CSFF. Beyond March 2020 the remaining two days will need to be
paid from limited AONB reserves whilst they remain available. There is currently no other core funding for
this post hence its future looks uncertain.
Once again we would like to extend our thanks to Wessex Water for their invaluable support over the past
ten years and look forward to working together in the future to continue enhancing the AONB for residents
and visitors alike.

Tracy Adams
March 2020
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